
KEY LEARNING IN MATHS KEY LEARNING IN ENGLISH

Y3 AUTUMN 1ST HALF TERM

We hope you have all had a cracking summer holiday, managed to relax and get
some rest in. We are delighted to welcome you all to Ladysmith Junior School, and
are really excited for the term ahead with lots of exciting learning and experiences
planned.  During the term, if you have any questions or problems, then please come
and see your class teacher and we can find a solution together. Below you will find
key learning for the half term. While some topics/units may change, others will stay
the same - such as our overall topic - the Stone Age. A detailed breakdown of this
can be found on our website. 

Recognise the place value of each digit in a

three-digit number. The ones, tens and

hundreds. 

Order numbers to 1,000.

Read and write numbers up to 1,000 in numerals

and words.

Identify, estimate and represent numbers using

different representations.

Units covered - Place Value

Key Objectives:

The children will write a new story of a Stone Age

boy/girl, who finds themselves in the Neolithic

period..  They will be using different conjunctions

[for example, when, before, after, while, so,

because]  and prepositions [for example, before,

after, during, in, because of] to move the story on

.The children will design an information page to

explain to year 2 pupils the soil and rock matter

beneath our feet. The will also be  learning how to

label accurately with key facts.

Key Texts - 

Stone Age Boy 

The Street Beneath my Feet

PE ICT Music French Science RE
Using the song Let

Your Spirit Fly - (an
R&B song for
children), the

children will learn to
sing and to play the

glockenspiels  

Learning to locate
France. How to say
your name.  Learn

simple questions to
greet a friend. 

The children will be
learning how digital
devises connect us
to people around

the world and how
digital devices have
changed thoughout

time.

Comparing rocks,
fossils, and how soils

are formed

Multi-skills 
 Gymnastics 

 
PE is on Tuesday  and

Thursday.  Children
can wear Ladysmith
PE uniform on these

days  (no football/logo
shirts please)

Creation Stories and
what we can learn

from them

Topic Learning - we will begin our historical adventures by
learning about the Stone Age

Homework
The children will need to bring home their library book every day. Children should be reading their library books daily, either independently, or/and with an

adult.
We will be completing weekly times tables and spellings tests on a Friday.


